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Moab USA Trip    By Craig Cheetham  
Early this year I was made an offer I couldn’t refuse. Co-pilot an 80 series at “Cruise 
Moab” in the US. Moab for the uninitiated is home to some of the most spectacular & 
challenging “Slick Rock” four wheel driving in the world with this 4 day event attracting 
hundreds of Landcruisers both old & new.  
Our odyssey started by flying into Denver Colorado as the guests of Slee Ofroad where our 

Cruiser await. Spending a couple of days fitting it out Aussie touring style we crossed the 
impressive Rocky Mountains via Interstate 70 to Grand Junction. Our first taste of offroad 

was on the Kokopelli Trail from Cisco to Moab. The old gold route wound its way through 
huge gorges & along breath taking cliffs with metre high rock steps & washaways a taste 

of things to come. 

Kokopelli Trail. 
Moab is like no place on earth. A tourist town in the desert with hundreds of four wheel 

drives lining the streets, loose regulations meaning you can drive almost anything on the 
road no matter how modified from tube buggies to RZR’s. 

 Anything goes in Moab. 
Day two we decided to start quietly on an easier grade 6 run to Elephant Hill in Canyon-
lands National Park. Spectacular “Road runner” sand stone rock formations & arches led 
us to the Junction of the Colorado & Green Rivers.  
Day three was closer to camp taking on the slick rock for the first time at “Finns & 
Things”. Rarely getting out of first gear we crawled up & down 50 degree rocks, the tyres 
chirping as they struggled for traction. A land of extremes the nearby snow covered La Sal 

Mountains provided a panoramic backdrop, a photographers dream.  
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Day four it was time to step it up a notch running “Hells Revenge” trail. Within 60 
seconds I was looking down a 50m drop out my window, the margin for error very slim. 
We wound our way along the rim to the Colorado overlook & checked out the scary ‘Hells 
Gate’ climb. 65 degree’s at the pinch I was somewhat relieved that the events permit 
didn’t allow us to run it. We were fortunate then to swap our Cruiser for a pair of 2 seat 
Polaris RZR buggies. Wow what a ball they are & a pity we can’t drive them on trails in Oz 
like over there. 
 

 
 
 

                             
“Slick Rock” driving. 
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Leaving the event we headed through Arizona for the Grand Canyon. While the crowds 
packed the rim we chose instead to be one of just 4 people camped on the Colorado River 

at the bottom of the Canyon that night. Magic. Route 66 led us towards the Hoover Dam 
& Los Vegas, not for the casino’s but a date at VORE off-road. Driving a pair of off-road 

racing trophy trucks was an absolute blast, jumping a 20m table top the highlight. 
 

 VORE off-road. 
 
Heading for home we were delayed by a couple of mechanical  breakdowns with the old 

Toy arriving embarrassingly in Denver on the back of a U Haul truck, I suppose a result of 
buying a poorly maintained car sight unseen over the internet. Back on the planes it took 

20 hours in the air so were glad to be home. A trip to remember  


